Short Communications are limited to 1000 words and are not subdivided. The paper should contain an abstract, main body and references, and contain no more than 6 figures or tables, combined. The abstract is limited to 100 words. They aim to report new ideas, recent advances in modelling and software.
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Title

The title of the manuscript should be concise, specific and informative.

Example

Ut enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exercitation ullamco laboris nisi ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat - Short Communication

Authors: List here all author names Including address, academic qualifications and job titles of all authors, as well as telephone number and email address of the author for correspondence along with mentioning corresponding author with *, and the author are numbered accordingly by making number superscript.

First Author/corresponding author* [First Name Middle Name Last Name]¹

Second Author [First Name Middle Name Last Name]²

Third Author [First Name Middle Name Last Name]³

1. Professor, Department, Name of University, City, Country, Pincode Orcid ID

2. Assistant Professor, Department, Name of University, City, Country, Pincode Orcid ID
3. Assistant Professor, Department, Name of University, City, Country, Pincode Orcid ID

**Example**

John smith¹*, Richard Gomez², Stevens Gil Costa³

1. Professor, Department of Chemical Engineering, University of Uyo, Akwa Ibom, Nigeria, 520211, Orcid ID:0000-000X-XXXX-XXXX

2. Assistant Professor, Department of Mechanical Engineering, Osmania University, Hyderabad, India, 500007, Orcid ID:0000-000X-XXXX-XXXX

3. Assistant Professor, Department of Chemistry, Kassala University, Kassala State, Sudan, 825324, Orcid ID:0000-000X-XXXX-XXXX

---

For correspondence:

Email: corresponding.author@univ.com
Address: Professor, Dept.of.Civil Engineering, Name of University, City, Country, Pincode

**Abstract:** The Abstract should start on a new page, the aim of the abstract is to concisely describe the content of the paper. It should clearly and accurately summarize the main focus of the study. The word count should be under 250 words. The Abstract should be written as a single paragraph without headers. Do not include any citations in the Abstract.

**Key-words:** The keywords will highlight the beneficial area, mechanism(s) of action, key compounds and so on. Provide four to eight appropriate key words after abstract which should be separated by semi colon.

**Short Communication:** Short communications do not cover in detail background information about the problems treated or the applications, rather they provide key pointers to the reader. Authors must include a statement about the word count in their submission.
References: Any reference taken from other sources should be cited in the reference list in the order in which they appear, first through the text, then through the table and figure legends. References are listed at the end of the manuscript in the text, cite the reference number by making it superscript in all the above content of manuscript.
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Name of Author(S), title, Journal Name, Volume, Issue, Page Nos. and Year.

Note: Name of Author should be as (Last name initial followed by first name) and Journal name should be in italics.


**For Book**

Author’s Name, Title of the Book, Name And Location Of Publisher, Page And Year of Publication.


**Technical reports**


**Proceedings**

Title of Symposium Published as a Book, sponsoring organization, city and state of meeting, inclusive dates and year (publisher, publisher's city and state, year).

**Theses and unpublished material**


J. A. Norton, unpublished material.